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OVERVIEW

ONE SENTENCE

No one sets out to be a villain, so what do you do when it turns out you’re on the wrong side 
of your own story?

ONE PARAGRAPH

Everyone is the hero of their own story. But we can’t deny the role we play in the inevitable 
pain we encounter in our lives. How can we know if we’re playing the villain? The Villian in the 
Mirror investigates many of the famous villains of the Bible to learn how they became the “bad 
guys” of their stories. By tracing their path to sin, we can learn to see how we have walked the 
same paths, and how villains can find life in God’s rescue. 

HALF PAGE

Ever since Gregory McGuire’s WICKED showed us the “other side” of The Wizard of Oz, we’ve 
been fascinated by the villain. From Dexter and Walter White to the Joker and Ultron, we 
love to see people be bad. Something about the humanity of these villains both frightens and 
attracts us. As much as we want to believe we could never be like them, how can we be sure? 
The dark truth is that there’s a villain within each of us. 

The same is true of Biblical villains. When we read the stories of Cain, Pharaoh, Herod or Judas, 
we too-easily gloss over them, assume they’re monsters and focus on the heroes – Abel, Moses, 
Jesus. We forget that the villains of the Bible all started out just like us – people who bear God’s 
image. We pretend they are fundamentally different from us. 

If we are not careful, we make the same choices as those infamous villains. In small ways, we 
commit the sin of Cain, the sin of Herod, the sin of Judas. And because we are blind to their 
stories, we follow unwittingly in their footsteps. 

The Villian in the Mirror invites us to hear the stories of these villains. To understand them, so 
that by learning how they became the villains they are, we can see better how far down the 
same roads we’ve gone, that we might turn and go back the other way, toward life. 
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TARGET MARKET
Target Market

The Villian in the Mirror is written for the person curious how the Bible relates to their everyday 
life. This person is either gender but sways to the female side. They are between 30-45 years old. 
They are middle- to upper-middle class, with at least some college education. They probably 
live in the United States, most likely in a college town or city. They care deeply about their 
vocation – even if they are still trying to figure out exactly what it is, and they probably have a 
spouse or partner and are thinking about kids, or may already have a couple.

They consider themselves spiritual, probably even Christian. They have at least a passing 
familiarity with several biblical stories, but struggle to understand how those stories can shape 
the world they live in. They consider themselves thoughtful, somewhat artistic, and they enjoy 
new perspectives on familiar ideas. They may be experiencing deep-seated dissatisfaction in 
their personal lives – either in their singleness or in their marriages, and in their professional 
lives. They’re not finding the fulfillment they thought these things would bring them, and 
they’re wondering to what extent they are to blame – and how to fix it. They will have at least 
some college education and some background in church.

Secondary Market

A secondary market will be pastors, teachers or those described in the target market looking for 
a way to connect with those outside the Church. Generally they will be a little older than the 
target market, and are frustrated that they cannot seem to communicate with those outside 
the Church – possibly even their own children. Despite their biblical literacy, they have been 
unable to have meaningful spiritual conversations with the persons they care about who do 
not find meaning in traditional forms of Christianity. The Villian in the Mirror taps into the 
fascination contemporary culture has with villains and anti-heroes. By using biblical villains 
to explore deep, basically human questions, The Villian in the Mirror demonstrates how the 
answers we find in the Scriptures are as fresh, relevant and applicable as the latest issue of 
Entertainment Weekly.
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CHAPTER SUMMARIES

Introduction: Everyone Loves a Villain

It’s hard to deny villains are in right now. From Walter White, Jamie Lannister and the Governor 
to Ultron, Hannibal and Magneto, pop culture has a minor obsession with the bad guys. The 
best villains are those we can understand. We don’t condone their actions, but we love the 
villains whose worldviews make sense to us. We want to be able to relate to these villains. This 
is called empathy – an ability to see the world from someone else’s point of view. Empathy is 
different from sympathy. Sympathy says, “I’ve been there.” Empathy says, “I understand you, 
even if I don’t condone what you’ve done..”

We can cultivate empathy for the villains of the Bible as well. From Cain and Pharaoh to Herod 
and Satan, we can work to understand why these bad guys became bad guys. Understanding 
their journeys toward villainy teaches us 

Each character covers 2 chapters. The first chapter is a fictional reimagining of that character’s 
infamous sin. The goal of the stories is to cultivate empathy for these villains. The second is an 
analysis of the Scripture and our world. The goal is to teach us how we can avoid the sins the 
Biblical villains committed.

1: Cain

Why did God refuse Cain’s offering? 

What if God was not punishing Cain, but inviting Cain to life? The sin of Cain is a refusal to 
ground our identity in God. When we build our lives on anything else – family role, vocation, 
talent or skill, our lives are shaky. As inevitable challenges to those identities confront us, we 
react with anger. Jesus warns against this kind of violence, inviting us instead to build our sense 
of Self on God’s way.  

2: Pharaoh

Why did God harden Pharaoh’s heart?

What if God was challenging Pharaoh’s false beliefs? The sin of Pharaoh is worshiping the wrong 
gods. We trust in something to give us life and flourishing – maybe it’s a vocation, family, nation, 
money, even religion. God offers us true life, but we invest too much of ourselves in false gods. 
We cannot receive God’s offer of life even when it is freely offered. Jesus warns we cannot 
serve two masters. 
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3: Saul

Why did Saul hate David?

What if Saul was blind to what makes a godly ruler? The sin of Saul is evaluating power and success 
in worldly terms. We are convinced what makes a good leader is a pretty face, a compelling 
speech, a good-looking family. We work to excel, to have the best family, the smartest kids, the 
most zeroes in our paychecks, refusing to acknowledge someone will always be better than we 
are. What makes a good leader is not excellence, but faithfulness. Jesus invites us to pursue not 
acclaim, but humility.

4: Ahab

What happens when it’s too late to fix your mistakes?

Why would anyone sacrifice a child? The sin of Ahab is giving those in your charge to the wrong 
gods. We would never dream of sacrificing our children, and yet we give our children to the 
false gods of our culture every day. We teach them to prioritize achievement over kindness, 
a paycheck over generosity, security over peace-making, gratification over patience and self-
control. Jesus warns those who have authority are accountable to wield it for the good of those 
in our charge. 

5: Herod

How could Herod order the deaths of babies?

What if Herod thought he was doing the right thing? The sin of Herod is dividing his loyalties. 
We too feel as though we have too many obligations. We feel torn between our various 
commitments, and we too make sacrifices to the gods of expediency. Jesus warns us that 
embracing the life he offers will cause pain and division. Following Jesus isn’t about balance – 
it’s about following him even to the cross.

6: Judas

Why would one of Jesus’ inner circle betray him?

What if Judas thought he was the most faithful of Jesus’ followers? The sin of Judas is assuming 
God works on our agendas. Like Judas, we take God’s way into our own hands, assuming we 
know enough to work the redemption God intends. But Jesus reminds us that to follow him 
means a cross comes before glory. 
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7: Satan

What does the Bible actually tell us about Satan’s rebellion?

Why would an angel find forgiveness so threatening? The sin of Satan is refusing to celebrate 
when the dead find life. The longer a person follows God, the harder it can be for us to remember 
what it was to be lost. Religious certainty creeps into our faith, warping grace into privilege. We 
find it difficult to extend love, grace and mercy to those God has welcomed. Jesus warns us not 
to become like the prodigal’s older brother, spiteful and bitter while the celebration rages on.

Epilogue: Empathy for the Devil

Without condoning anything these biblical characters have done, we can understand their 
choices. Empathy is a powerful tool – when we can see why others chose the paths they walked, 
we can avoid the same roads. In other words, a little empathy for the devil can help us avoid 
sympathy for the devil. May we never be able to say, “I’ve been there, too.” Rather, we can find 
the joy that comes with freedom in the life God invites us to be part of. 
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AUTHOR BIO

JR. Forasteros is a popular blogger and ordained elder in the Church 
of the Nazarene. In his decade of full-time ministry, he’s cultivated 
a reputation for thoughtfully presenting both Scripture and popular 
culture with clarity, humor and insight. He connects to those who 
are both inside and outside the Church, frequently building bridges 
between the two groups. 

JR.’s call to ministry manifests as gravitation towards those outside the Church, those usually 
deemed villains by the religious. Over the years, JR. has developed great empathy for these 
outsiders, and that empathy has formed a bridge for many to see God working in their lives. 
His current church, Catalyst, is for those outsiders, that they might understand how much God 
loves them and how they can receive the life Jesus offers. 

JR. is one of editors and senior contributors at NorvilleRogers.com, which receives more 
than 50,000 unique visitors per month. He also cohosts several podcasts, including StoryMen 
(history, pop culture and theology), Bible Bites (Sunday School for the 21st century), Pour Over 
Theology (Wesleyan Holiness Theology through a Feminist lens), Origami Elephant (religion and 
philosophy through the lens of current events) and Don’t Split Up (horror films). Together they 
receive more than 1,500 monthly downloads. He has also contributed to Prodigal Magazine, 
RelevantMagazine.com, MinistryMatters.com and FaithVillage.com. His unique perspective on 
TV, film and literature have made him a go-to for many Christians learning to engage popular 
culture. 

JR. Forasteros recently left a position as the teaching pastor at the 1,000+ member Beavercreek 
Church of the Nazarene in Dayton, Ohio. He now serves as co-lead/teaching pastor at the 250+ 
member Catalyst Community Church in Dallas, Texas. He preaches 35 Sundays out of the year 
for his congregation in Dallas in addition to coaching his lay preaching team. He also works 
with area pastors to develop sermon series, content and delivery. He’s been invited to speak at 
Shepherd Church of the Nazarene in Columbus, Ohio and at the Fall Revival at Mount Vernon 
Nazarene University, where he spent a week with over 1,000 college students. His sermon 
podcast has over 100 subscribers. 

JR. Forasteros’ unique ability to illustrate biblical truths with engaging, relevant examples from 
popular culture, and to understand and critique messages said popular culture is sending using 
clear biblical teaching, has made him a prominent voice among those Christians who want to 
incarnate Jesus faithfully without condemning or ignoring the culture around us. 
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PLATFORM AND PUBLICITY
Current Platforms and Built-in Audience

Catalyst Community Church (pastor); 250+ members•	

Beavercreek Church of the Nazarene (former pastor); 1,000+ members•	

NorvilleRogers.com (blog);•	

In the last 6 weeks of 2014 received 170,000 pageviews and 80,000 unique visitors. o 
In the first three months of 2015, averaged 50,000 unique visitors per month.

More than 12,000 unique visitors read Forasteros’ review of the film o NOAH.

More than 4,000 unique visitors read Forasteros’ analysis of o Game of Thrones’ 
tragic hero Oberyn Martel. 

StoryMen, Bible Bites, Pour Over Theology, Origami Elephant and Don’t Split Up podcasts •	
(cohost); 1,500+ monthly downloads

Social Media; 2,400 Facebook friends, 1,200 Twitter followers, 700 Instagram followers•	

MinistryMatters.com (blog contributor); Christian website•	

Prodigal Magazine (former feature writer); Christian website•	

RelevantMagazine.com (former book reviewer); Christian website•	

FaithVillage.com (former blog contributor); Christian website•	

Additional StoryMen Platform and Built-in Audience

Co-hosts Matt Mikalatos and Clay Morgan will also promote the book.•	

Combined Social Media; 7,700 Facebook friends, 12,000 Twitter followers•	

Combined Public Speaking; 11-13,000 persons per year•	

Publicity and Exposure

After several years of blogging film and book reviews, JR. has built a large, well-respected platform. 
He maintains relationships with authors, podcasters and bloggers all over the country and is 
available for interviews, articles and guest posts. 

As a teaching pastor, JR. regularly preaches to a congregation of 200 persons and has strong 
relationships with Nazarene pastors, professors and college presidents all over the country who 
will promote the book. He also has 17 Sundays each calendar year he is free to travel to speak 
and promote the book.

JR. is an expert communicator who can provide workshops, lectures and seminars in addition to 
book readings or sermons in a worship context.
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Marketing and Promotion

The subject matter and style of this book offer some intriguing promotional opportunities:

QR codes in the book synced with a mobile-friendly website designed to show film clips, •	
book excerpts, video-expansions of various topics and more

Giveaways or contests on his blog and the •	 StoryMen and Origami Elephants podcasts

GoodReads giveaways and contests on other blogs and podcasts•	

Google Hangout Author Interview/Discussions•	
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COMPARABLE WORKS

Bad Girls of the Bible by Liz Curtis Higgs

Retail price: $14.99

Pages: 288

Publisher: WalterBrook

The Bad Girls of the Bible employs a mixture of fiction and non-fiction to create empathy for 
villainized women in the Bible. The Villian in the Mirror uses a similar format, however the 
fictionalized retellings of the biblical stories are not modernized, but seek to help the reader 
understand the world of the Biblical characters. Additionally, Bad Girls of the Bible is written 
primarily for women, while The Villian in the Mirror is written to both men and women.

The Wicked Years by Gregory Maguire

Retail price: $26.99

Pages: 406

Publisher: Harper Collins

Gregory Maguire’s Wicked tetralogy is the best example of contemporary fascination with 
villains. Maguire reimagines The Wizard of Oz such that the Wicked Witch is actually the 
maligned hero. The Villian in the Mirror uses fiction to invite readers to relate to well-known 
Biblical villains, however the purpose of the book is not to create revisionist history of Biblical 
stories or to apologize for these villains.

Iscariot by Tosca Lee

Retail Price: $15.99 

Pages: 368

Publisher: Howard Books 

Tosca Lee tells a sympathetic story of Judas Iscariot, imagining how he could have considered 
himself a faithful disciple of Jesus and yet betray him to the Jewish authorities. Lee’s book is 
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a novel, and as such deals with only one villain, whereas Empathy for the Devil engages eight 
persons. The Villian in the Mirror also directly engages faith and contemporary life through the 
non-fiction chapters associated with each character.

 
God Will Carry You Through by Max Lucado

Retail Price: $15.99 

Pages: 224

Publisher: Thomas Nelson 

Max Lucado famously uses a mixture of fiction, retellings of biblical stories and non-fiction to 
engage his readers. The Villian in the Mirror employs a similar style to connect readers with 
Biblical stories. While God Will Carry You Through focuses on a Biblical hero – Joseph, and all 
his trials and triumphs, Empathy for the Devil focuses specifically on biblical villains. 

The First Time We Saw Him by Matt Mikalatos

Retail Price: $14.99

Pages: 192

Publisher: Baker

The First Time We Saw Him reimagines Jesus’ life and teachings in a twenty-first century context. 
Mikalatos uses narrative to help readers connect emotionally with the stories and actions of 
Jesus. The Villian in the Mirror employs fiction in the same way, but does not modernize Old 
Testament stories. Additionally, Mikalatos focuses on Jesus, while Forasteros engages Biblical 
bad guys.
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FORMAT AND DELIVERABLES

The Villian in the Mirror •	 will be 16 chapters, including the introduction and conclusion

The author envisions the book to be approximately 230 page paperback•	

Roughly 55,000 words•	

Currently, two chapters are complete.•	

The entire manuscript can be finished within 90 days of a signed contract.•	

Trade paperback •	

Price point in the $15-$17 range•	

Cover having a fantasy feel with stark imagery and text•	

Other possible titles include: •	

Empathy for the Devil

From Angel to Villian

Walking on the Dark Side

The Devil in the Mirror
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ENDORSEMENTS

Potential endorsements include but would not be limited to:

Rachel Held Evans – Author, The Year of Biblical Womanhood; Blogger

Joshua Ryan Butler – Author, The Skeletons in God’s Closet; Pastor

Paul Asay – Author, Burning Bush 2.0; Blogger

Matt Mikalatos – Author, My Imaginary Jesus, Blogger, StoryMen Cohost

Clay Morgan – Author, Undead, Blogger, StoryMen Cohost

Matt Lee Anderson – Author, The End of Our Exploring; Blogger, Mere Orthodoxy

Randal Rauser – Author, The Swedish Atheist, The Scuba Diver and Other Apologetic 
Rabbit Trails, Blogger

Dan Boone – President Trevecca Nazarene University

Henry Spaulding – President Mount Vernon Nazarene University

Thomas J. Oord – Author, Blogger and Pastor

Tifah Philipps – Musician, Page CXVI

Ally Vesterfelt – Author, Packing Light; Blogger


